Spot shape modelling and data transformations for microarrays.
To study lowly expressed genes in microarray experiments, it is useful to increase the photometric gain in the scanning. However, a large gain may cause some pixels for highly expressed genes to become saturated. Spatial statistical models that model spot shapes on the pixel level may be used to infer information about the saturated pixel intensities. Other possible applications for spot shape models include data quality control and accurate determination of spot centres and spot diameters. Spatial statistical models for spotted microarrays are studied including pixel level transformations and spot shape models. The models are applied to a dataset from 50mer oligonucleotide microarrays with 452 selected Arabidopsis genes. Logarithmic, Box-Cox and inverse hyperbolic sine transformations are compared in combination with four spot shape models: a cylindric plateau shape, an isotropic Gaussian distribution and a difference of two-scaled Gaussian distribution suggested in the literature, as well as a proposed new polynomial-hyperbolic spot shape model. A substantial improvement is obtained for the dataset studied by the polynomial-hyperbolic spot shape model in combination with the Box-Cox transformation. The spatial statistical models are used to correct spot measurements with saturation by extrapolating the censored data. Source code for R is available at http://www.matfys.kvl.dk/~ekstrom/spotshapes/